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CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS PROCESSES: A NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL
AND NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ANAL YSIS'"
KARL H. PRIBRA.\1
Stan[ord University. USA

Introduction
A patient has a tumor removed from the occipital lobe on one side of
his brain. The surgery leaves him unable to report the sight of objects presented to him on the side opposite the removal, yet he can correctly point to the
location of the objects and even correctly respond to differences in their shape
(Wciskrantz and Warrington, 1974). Even when repeatedly told that he
is responding well, he insists that he is not aware of seeing anything and only is guessing.
Another patient has the medial structures of the temporal lobes of his
brain removed on both sides. He performs well on tests of immediate memory
such as recalling a telephone number just read out to him, but a few minutes la ter is not only unable to recall the number but the fact that he had heard
anumberoreven that hehad been examined. Eyen after twenty years of regular exposure to an examiner, the patient fails to recognize her as familiar
(Scoville and Milner, 1957). Yet, this same patient, when trained to respond
skillfully to a complex task, or to discriminate between objects, etc., can be
shmvn to maintain such performances over years despite the disclaimer on
his part that he was ever exposed to such a task (Sidman, Stoddard and Mohr,
1968).
Still another patient with a similar but more restricted bilateral lesion
of her temporal lobe has gained over a hundred pounds of weight since surgery. She is a voracious eater, but when asked whether she is hungry or has
any special appetites, she denies this eyen when apprehended in the midst
oi grabbing food from other patients (Pribram, 1965).
This is not all. A patient may have the major tracts connecting his cerebral hemispheres severed with the result that his responses to stimuli presented to him on opposite sides are treated ind~pendently of one another.
H is right side is unaware of what his left side is doing and vice-versa. The
splitting of the brain has produced a split in awareness..
More common in the clinic are patients who are paralyzed on one side
due to a lesion of the brain's motor system. But the paralysis is manifest espe,. Th s work was supported by NIMH Grant No. MH 12970-10 and Career Research
Award No. MH 15214-14 to the a.ltho:.
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cially \vhen the patient attempts to follow instructions given to him or which
he himself initiates. When highly motivated to perform well ingrained responses, as when a fire breaks out, or as part of a more general action, the paralysis disappears. Only intentional, volitional control is influenced by the lesion.
Observations such as these have set the problems that brain scientists
need to answer. Not only do they demonstrate the intimate association that
exists between brain and the human mind; they also make it necessary to take
into account the dissociation between conscious awareness, feelings and
intentions on the one hand and unconscious, automatic behaviorai performances on the other.
Parhaps, therefore, it is not too surprising that a division in approach
to the mind-brain problem has re.:entIy occurred. While philosophers and behadoral scientists have for the most part eschewed a Cartesian dualism in
an attempt at rigorous operational and scientific understanding, thoughtful
brain scientists have inveterately maintained that a dualism exists and must
be taken into account. A brief review of my own struggles with the problem
may be helpful in posing some of the issues involved.
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Plans
The struggle began modestly with a recounting in the late nineteen fifties and early nineteen sixties of case histories such as those used in the Introduction to this paper. These were presented as an antidote to the radical
behaviorism that then pervaded experimental psychology. The formal properties of a more encompassing view were presented in terms of a computer analogy in P I a n san d the S t rue t u reo f B e h a v i 0 r under the
rubric of a «Subjective Behaviorism». The analogy has since become a fruitful model or set of models known as «Cognitive PsychologY'> which, in contrast to radical behaviorism, has taken verbal reports of subjective consciousexperience seriously into account as problem - areas to be investigated and
data to be utilized.
The computer has proved an excellent guide to understanding and experimental analysis. Further, it has become clear that a host of control engineering devices can serve as models for the brain scientist. Of special interest
here is the distinction that can be made among such models between feed-back and feed forward operations, a distinction which is critical to our understanding of the difference between automatic and voluntary control of behavior. Feedback organizations operate like thermostats, Cannon's (1927) familiar homeostatic brain processes that control the physiology of the organism.
More recently it has become established that sensory processes also involve
such feedback organizations (see Miller, Galanter & Pribram 1960 and Pribram 1971, Chaps. 3,4 and 11 for review). Thus, feedback control is one fun·damental of brain organization.
But another somewhat less well understood fundamental has emerged in
the analyses of brain function in the past few years. This fundamental goes
.by the name of feed forward or information processing (see e.g., McFarland
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1971, ChJp. I). I have elsewhere (PrilJram 1971b) Chap. 5; Pribram and Gill
1976. Chap. I; Pribram 1971u) detailed my own understanding of feed-forward mechanisms and their relation to feedback control. Briefly, I suggest that
feedbacks are akin to the processes described in the 1st lawof thermodynamics
(the lawof conservation of energy) in that they are error processing, reactive
to magnitudes of change in the constraints that describe a system. They operate to restore the system to the state of equilibrium.
By contrast feedforward organizations process «information», novelties that
inc rea s e the degrees of freedom of the system. The manner by which
this is accomplished is often portrayed in terms of Maxwell's demon and
Szilard's'soiution to the problem posed by the «demons»: how is energy conserved across a boundary (a system of constraints) that recognizes certain
energy configurations and lets them pass while denying others (see BriJluin
1962 for review). In such a system the energy consumed in the recognition
process must be continually enhanced or the «demon» in fact tends to disintegrate from the impact of random energy. Feedforward operations are thus
akin to processes described by the second law of thermodynamics which deals
with the a:nount of organization of enegry, nDt its conservation. Information has often been called neg-er1tropy (see e.g., Brilluin 1962) entropy being
the measur~ on the amount of disorganization or randomness in a system.
In the section on Consciousness and Volition we will return to these concepts
and apply them to the issues at hand.
Of especial interest is the fact that Freud (1895) anticipated this distinction between feedback and feedforward in his delineation of primary and
secondary processes (Pribram and Gill 1976). Freud distinguished three
types of m~ural mechanisms that constitute primary processes. One is muscular dischar~e; a second is discharge into the blood stream of chemical substances; and a third is discharge of a neuron onto its neighbors. All three of
these neural mechanisms entail potential or actual feedback. Muscular discharge
elicits a reaction from the environment and a sensory report of the discharge
(kinesthetic) to the brain. The neurochemical discharge results, by way of
stimulatio~ of other body chemicals to which the brain is sensitive, in a positive feedback which Freud labels «the generation of unpleasure». (This is the
origin of the unpleasure-Iater the pleasure-principle). Discharge of a neuron onto il.'; neighbors is the basis of associative processes that lead to a reciprocal ir:,.Tease in neural excitlltion (cathexis) between neurons (a feedback)
which is tilt: basis for fadlitation (a lowering of resistance) of their synapses (learn i n~).
By contrast, secondary or cognitive processes are based on a host of complex neural fIIecha~isms (e.g., defense, attention) that delay discharge through
inhibition. These convert wishes (the sum of facilitations) to willed acts by
allowing attention (a double feedback that matches-a comparison processthe wish tf) external input) to operate (reality testing).
For Freud and nineteenth century Viennese neurology in general, consciousness was a function of the cerebral cortex. Thus tLe greater portion of
571

the brnin regulaled behavior--of which we are not aware-is bcha\'ior which is
8utoma 1ic :lI1d unconscious.
Images
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As indicated hy the case histories described in the introduction, today's
neuroscientist shares with nineteenth century neurology the necessity to understand the special role of the brain cortex in the constructions that constitute consciousness. Freud tackles that problem by distinguishing «the qualitath'e imaging» properties of sensations from the morc «quantitative» properties of association, memory and motivating. The distinction remains a
valid one today: how thm are «images» constructed by the brain cortex?
I mages are produced by a brain mechanism characterized by a precisely arranged anatomical array which maintains a topographic isomorphism between receptor and cortex but which can be seriously damaged or destroyed
(up to 90%) without impairing the capacity of the remainder to function in
lieu of the whole. These characteristics led me to suggest in the mid-sixties
(Pribram, 1966) that in addition to the digital computer, brain models
need to take into account the type of processing performed by optical systems.
Such optical information processing is called holography, and holograms display exactly the same sort of imaging properties observed for brain: i. e., a
precisely aligned mechanism that distributes information. In the brain the
anatomical array serves the function of paths of light in optical systems and
horizontal-networks of lateral inhibition perpendicular to the array serve the
functions of lenses (pribram. 1971; Pribram, Nuwer and Baron, 1974).
I have proposed a specific brain mechanism to be responsible for the
organization of neural holograms (Pribram 1971, Chap. 1). This mechanism
involves the slow graded potential changes that occur at junctions between
neurons and in their dendrites. Inhibitory interactions (by hyperpolarizations)
in horizontal networks of neurons that do not generate any nerve impulses
are the critical elements. Such inhibitory networks are coming more and
more into the focus of investigation in the neurosciences. For instance, in the
retina they are responsible for the organization of visual processes-in fact,
nerve impulses do not occur at all in the initial stages of retinal processing
(for review see Pribram 1971, Chaps. I and 3 ). The proposal that image construction (a mental process) in man takes place by means of a neural, holographic mechanism is thus spelled out in considerable detail and departs from
classical neurophysiology only in its em p has i s on the importance of
computations achieved by the reciprocal inrtuences among slow, graded local potentials which are well established neurophysiological entities. Non c w
p r inc i pIe s 0 f min d-b r a i n i n t era c t ion nee d bee 0 nsid ere d.
For the mind-brain issue, the holographic model is also of special interest because the image which results from the holographic process is located
separately from the hologram that produces it. We need therefore to be less
puzzled by the fact that our own images are not referred to eye or brain but
5i2

are projected into space beyond. Von Bekesy (1967) has performed an elegant
series of experiments that detail the process (lateral inhibition--·the analogue of lenses in optical systems-as noted above) by which such projection
comes about. Essentially the process is similar to that which charnclerizes the
placement of auditory images between two speakers in a stereophonic music
system. From this fact, it can be seen how absurd it is to ask questions concerning the «locus» of consciousness. The mechanism is obviously in the brain
-yet subjective experience is not of this brain mechanism per se but of the
resultant of its function. One would no more find «consciousness» by dissecting the brain than one would find «gravity» by digging into the earth. Let
us therefore look at the brain processes that make consciousness possible. the
control programs that organize the distributed holographic process into one
or ~mother image. Ordinarily we speak of such control operations as governing «attention».
The digital computer and optical hologram thus provide models of mechanism which when tested against" the actual functions of the primate brain
go a long way toward explaining how human voluntary and imaging capabilities can become differentiated from unconscious processes by man's brain.

".

Consciousness and Attention
Just as did Freud, William James (1901) emphasized that most of the
involved in delineating «consciousness» from unconscious processes devohe on the mechanism of attention. James, however, took the problem one
step further by pointing out that attention sets the limits in capacity of the
organism to process information from the external or internal environments.
Gilbert Ryle (1949) has reminded us that in fact the term «mind» is derived
from ~minding». Le., attending. Viewed from this vantage consciousness is
a state that results from attentive processes-consciousness ceases to be cause
but rather is itself caused. Two separate issues can therefore be discerned
in relating consciousness to brain: description of the attentional processes.
the control operations that determine consciousness, and description of the brain
state(s) coordinate with consciousness. These two issues are, of course, the
same as those delineated in the previous sections: the brain mechanisms responsible for the programming of psychological processes and behavior, and
those involved in image construction. Let us turn once more, therefore, to the
programming, the control operations performed by the brain that allocate attention and thus differentiate conscious from unconscious processes.
Over a decade and a half my laboratory (as well as those of many others) has been investigating the neural mechanisms involved in the control
of attention. A comprehensive review of these data (Pribram and A\cGuinness, 1975) discerned three such mechanisms: one deals with short phasic respome to an input (aroltsal); a second relates to prolonged tonic readiness of
the organism to respond selectively (activation); and a third acts to coordinate the phasic (arousal) and tonic (activation) mechanisms. Separate neural and neurochemical (Pribram in press b) systems are involved in the phasic
iSSUl'S
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(arousal) and tonic (activation) mechanisms: th~ phasic centers 011 the amygdala, the tonic on the basal ganglia of the forebrain. The coordinating system critically involves the hippocampus, a phylogenetically ancient part of
the neural apparatus.
The evidence suggests thal the coordination of phasic (arousal) and tonic(activation) attentional processes demands «effort». Thus the relation of attention to intention, Le., to volition and will comes into focus. Again, Wiltiam James had already pointed out that a good deal of what we call voluntary effort is the maintaining of attention or the repeated returning of attention to a problem until it yields solution.
Consciousness and Volition
William James had apposed will to emotion and motivation (which hecalled instinct). Here, once again, brain scientists have had a great deal tasay. Beginning with Walter Cannon's experimentally based critique of James.
(1927), followed by Lashley's critique of Cannon (1960), to the anatomically based suggestions of Papez (1937) and their more current versions by
MacLean (1949), brain scientists bave been deeply concerned with the mechanisms of emotional and motivational experience and expression. Two major discoveries have accelerated our ability to cope with the issues and placed
the earlier more speculative accounts into better perspective. One of thediscoveries has been the role of the reticular formation of the brain stem (Magoun, 1950) and its chemical systems of brain amines (see e.g., review by
Barchas, 1972; Pribram, in press b) that regulate states of alertness and mood.
Lindsley (1951) proposed an activation mechanism of emotion and motivation on the basis of the initial discovery and has more recently (Lindsley
and Wilson, 1976) detailed the pathways by \vhich such activation can exert
control over other brain processes. The other discovery is the system of crain
tracts which when electrically excited results in reinforcement (i. e., increase
in the probability of occurrence of the behavior that has produced the electrical brain stimulation) or deterrence (Le., decrease in probability that such
behavior will recur) by Glds and Milner (1954).
In my attempts to organize these discoveries and other data that relate
brain mechanisms to emotion, 1 found it necessary to distinguish clearly
between those data that referred to emotional experience (feelings) and those
that referred to expression, and, further to distinguish emotion from motivation (Pribram, 197Jb). Thus feelings were found to encompass both emotional and motivational experience, emotional as affectiYe and motivational
as appetitive (Pribram, 1970b). The appetitive processes of motivation are
centered on the readiness (activation) mechanisms already alluded to in the
discussion of attention. Not surprisingly the affective processes of emotion were
found to be based on the machinery of arousal, the ability to make phasic
responses to input which «stop» the ongoing activity of the organism. Thus
feelings were found to be based on neurochemical states of alertness and mood
574
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"which bel:ome organized b~; appetitive (motivation, «go») and affective (emotional, «stop») processes.
The wealth of new data and these insights obtained from them made
if:t~' it fruitful to reexamine the Jamesian positions with regard to consciousness
:I~l and unconscious processes and their relationship to emotion, motivation,
~·:f and will (pribram, 197Gb and in press c). James was found in error in his
:~;.", emphasis on the visceral determination of emotional experience and his failure to take into consideration the role of expectation (familiarity) in the
~(" organizatin of emotional experience and expression. On the otl-.er hand, James
;1 had right Iy emphasized that emotional processes take place primarily
:;'
within the organism while motivation and will reach beyond into the organ9··
ism's environment. Further, James was apparently misinterpreted as holding
i..
a peripheral theory of emotion and mind. Throughout his writings he em:i.; phasizes the effect that peripheral stimuli (including those of visceral origin)
exert on brain processes. The confusion com~s about because J ames' insistence
that emotions concern bodily processes, that they stop short at the skin.
;\owhere, however, does he identify emotions with these bodily processes.
Emotion is always their resultant in brain. James is in fact explicit on this
point when he discusses the nature of the input to the brain from the viscera.
He comes to the conclusion, borne out by subsequent research (Pribram,
1961), that the visceral representation in the brain shares the representation
oi other body structures.
The distinction between the brain mechanisms of motivation and will are
less clearly enunciated by J ames. He grapples with the problem and sets the
questions that must be answered. As already noted, clarity did not come until the late 1960's when several theorists (e.g., MacKay, 1966; Mittelsteadt, 1968;
Waddington, 1957; Ashby, personal communication; McFarland, 1971; Pribram,
1960, 1971b) began to point out the difference between feedback, homeostatic processes on the one hand and feedforward, homeorhetic processes on the
other. Feedback mechanisms depend on error processing and are therefore
sensitive to perturbations in their environment. Information processing systems, whether computer or optical, may incorporate feedbacks, but their overall organization is insensitive to external perturbations. Programs, unless
completely stopped, run tLernselves off to completion irrespective of obstacles placed in their way.
Clinical neurology had classically distinguished the mechanisms invoh'ed
in "oltlntary from those involved in involuntary behavior. The distinction re:' ts on the obsera \'3 tion t ha t lesions of the cerebe 11 ar hem ispheres impair intentional behavior, while basal ganglia lesions result in disturbances
oi ill\oluntary movements. Damage to the cerebellar circuits produces intention lr~mors, inability to prevent overshoot, etc. The classical experimental
n~urophysiology of the cerebellum was reviewed by Ruch (in 1951) with
the conclusion that cerebellar circuits are involved in a feed forward rather
than a feedback mechanism (although Ruch did not have the term feed for\Varu available to him). I have extended this conclusion (pribrarn, 1971b) on
th~ basis of more recent microeleetrode analyses by Eccles, Ito and Szen-
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tagothai (1967) to suggest that the cerebellar hemispheres perform calculationsin fast-time, i.e., extrapolate where a particular movement would end
were it to be continued, and send the results of such a calculation to the cerebral motor cortex where they can be compared with the aim to which the
movement is directed. Experimental analysis of the functions of the motor
cortex had shown that this aim is composed of an «Image of Achiev~ment»
constructed in part on the basis of past experience (Pribram, Kruger. R.obinson and Berman, 1955-56; Pribram, 1971b, Chapters 13, 14 and 16). .
Just as the cerebellar circuit has been shown to serve intentional behavior, the basal ganglia have been shown to be important to involuntary processes. We have already noted the involvement of these structures in the control of activation, the readiness of organisms to respond. Lesions in the basal
ganglia produce tremors at rest and markedly restricted expressions of emotion. Neurological theory has long held (see e.g., Bucy; 1944) that these .disturbances are due to interference by the lesion of the normal feedback relationships between basal ganglia and cerebral cortex. In fact. surgical removals of
niotor cortex have been performed on patients with basal ganglia lesions in
order to redress the imbalance produced by the initial lesions. Such resections
have proved to be remarkably successful in alleviating the often distressing
continuing disturbances of involuntary movement that characterize these basal ganglia diseases.

.\
,

Self-Consciousness and Intentionality
A iinal observation is in order regarding William James' analysis of
this set of related problems. J ames clearly distinguishes consciousness from
self-consciousness and suggests that self-consciousness occurs when attention
is paid (Le., willed, effort is made) to internal brain processes. Today we
would perhaps call this meta-consciousness. James sees no special problem
here, but his contemporary, Brentano, Freud's teacher, identifies the issue
of self-consciousness or intentionality as central to what makes man
human.
Brentano derives his analysis from the scholastics and uses intentional
in existence (usually referred to as «intentionality») as the key concept to distinguish observed from observer, the subjective from the objective. I have elsewhere (Pribram 1976b) somewhat simplified the argument by tracing the
steps from the distinction between intentions and their realization in action
to perceptions and the i r realization as the objective world. Brentano is
credited along with J ames as the source of current American realism of which
my own version «constructional realism» (Pribram 1971a) can be considered
a part.
How then is Brentano's dualism, the distinction between subject and
object, related to that of Descartes~ Cogito and intentionality are of course
the same. Brain must always be a part of the Objective world even if it is
the organ critically responsible for the subjective - from which in turn
the objective is constructed. Brentano is perfectly clear on this point, and
57(;
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that a 11 I y the study of in len tiona I consciousness, i. C" self consciousness, is the province of the philosopher-psychologist. Unconscious processes
iall to the physiologist, especially the brain physiologist, to unravel. Of
historic al interest is the fact that a pupil of Brentano's, Sigmund Freud,
later to become an outstanding neurologist, also became the champion of the
importance of unconscious processes in determining everyday and pathological behavior (Pribrarn & Gill 1976).
However, Brentano places one reservation on his caveat: the philosopherpsychologist may have something to contribute to the analysis of unintentional, thus unconscious, processes should it turn out that Leibnitz is correct
that these may be rooted in monadic structures (Leibnitz, 1898). Leibnitz undoubtedly derived the monadology from his mathematical invention, the in- _
tegral calculus, much as Gabor (1969) derived Holography from current de\'elopments in this branch of mathematics. I have thus taken Brentano's exception seriously by proposing a p h y s i 0 log i c a I mechanism for both
conscious and unconscious processes and suggesting that the premise of this
physiological mechanism, the neural hologram (a monadic organization) has
consequence for p s y c halo g y. This consequence is, as I discern it, the
clear separation of intentional (i.e., self consciousness) from unintentional consciousness, i.e., ordinary perception. The case histories presented at the outset of this paper make this point more strongly than any philosophical argument: min J i n g is 0 f two so r t s, ins t rum en tal and
i n ten t ion a 1 .
Contemporary observations sparked by Roger Sperry (1974) on patients
in \vhom the corpus callosum tas been severed, thus partially isolating the
cerebral hemispheres from one another, are contributing further to our ability to ask precise questions regarding this issue. The hemispheres have been
shown to predominate in different types of processing. In right-handed
persons the left hemisphere processes information much as does the digital
computer, while the right hemisphere functions more according to the princip les of optical, holographic information processing systems. Do patients,
then, with callosotomies have two minds in one head (as Sperry, 1969,
\\UU lei have it), or is there only one mind, that of the hemisphere endowed with
the ability to process information linguistically (as Eccles, 1965, has suggested)? My view of the matter is that both Sperry and Eccles are partiaIly
correct, but that neither has provided a comprehensive answer. Sperry is right
in his obstrvations that both hemispheres display consciousness, i. e.. the
ability to attend, to «mind». Therelore, whenever it is shown that minding
by one hemisphere is isolated and different from that of the other, two minds
may be considered to be present in one head. Eccles, on the other hand, is,
I believe, primarily concerned with metaconsciousness, the ability of a brain
mechanism to focus attention on its own processing. This capability may well
come pari-passu with the capability for linguistic construction and is therefore
the province of the linguistic hemisphere. Intentionality and linguistics
appear to go hand in hand.
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Mind, Brain and Consciousness
Let us return now to the initial impetus to 311 of this inquiry, the relationship between conscious 3ml unconscious processes. One would think that
all of the clinical observations and experimental data that have accrued over
the past two centuries would have resolved the issue in fa\'or of some simple monism. But as noted in the introduction, paradoxically the investigators
closest to the observations have seen 110 such easy way out of the, problem.
The case histories presented at the outset of this paper clearly make the
point: verbal reports of introspection and instrumental behavior often become
dissociated when patients with brain lesions are examined. Thus subjective
report of conscious experience and objective automatic instrumental behavior of which the patient becomes only indirectly aware continue to be two
separable dimensions of. experience each of which must be taken into account.
Behaviorism with all of its technical advantages t:as not resolved the issue.
Nonetheless additional clarity can be attained (see Pribram, 1965). \V hi) e
d u a ] ism can not b e i g nor e d, i t can b e t ran s c e n de d b y a s y s t ems a n a I y sis of the issues involved. Operational
definition of the origins of automatic instrumental behavior and verbal
reports of conscious processes suggests the following. Instrumental techniques are usually employed in the experimental analysis of behavior, i.e., in
relating behavior to its organismic and environmental components. The investigator thus stands at the apex of the hierarchy of the subsystems he is investigating. In common with most of natural science (physical and biological).
this use of behavior provides the «view of reality from the top» with which
scientists are most comfortable. The approach is reductive, problems become solved or rEwlved, although room is ordinarily made for emergent properties when the reduction fails to completely explain all of the observations
obtained at the more complex level of the hierarchy. For example, the
wetness of water and its propensity for floating when frozen are properties
that even today would be diHicult to predict from the separate atomic
properties of hydrogen and oxygen.
By contrast to these major reductive lhrusts of the physical and biological
sciences, the social sciences and humanities tend for the most part to look
upward in an attempt to penetrate more complex organizations, This is not
to deny that physical sciE'ntists also occasionally work ir. this mode. For instance,
tilt' generu! and special theories of relativity are prime examples of viewing
the physical universe from a vantage lower than that to be comprehended.
And. of course, physical science is then plagued with all the problems continuously faced by social science: relativity, defining frames of reference, contextual influences including those introduced by the observer come to play important roles. Biological scientists Clre just beginning to grapple on a large scale
with the problems posed by this type of science. although evolutionary
theory has for some time provided excellent tools for doing so.
In an earlier paper using the chemical analogy of optical isomers I called
these «mirror inwge» dews of I\nowkdge, one descriptive. the other nor578
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Illative (Pribram, 19G5). Perhaps even more apt but also more risky in these
days of women's liberation, would be the suggestion that redudh'e-des-:riptive
science is earthily female in its attempts to resolve and is thus particularly attractive in a male dominant culture. By contrast, norrnath:e penetrations of frames are a male-like process that addresses its appeal to tl:e feminine.
These observations are pertinent to thl' mind-brain issue because, in contrast to instrumental behavior, verbal behavior reflects our socially and culturally determined universe of discourse. Verbal behavior is primarily employed in communication (necessitating 1\\0 or more brains). It describes, therefore, a view of the «reality from below» of this more complex social, cultural universe that it describes. As such, verbal descriptions of subjective experience are heir to all the vicissitudes that sort of approach entails: relativity,
dependence on frames of reference and context and of observer interference.
But advantages also accrue when it is realized to what extent the structure of subjective experience is determined by social-cultural, i. e., human enterprise as encoded in language. Aesthetic and ethical processes no longer need
be eschewed by scientists as the exclusive domain of humanists. The aesthetic and ethical dimensions of experience can in fact be related to other
aspects of what constitutes persons and the brains that organize them (Pribram, 1968, 1969, 1976).
Two classes of problems immediately arise when this systems view of the
mind-brain issue is pursued. One is relatively easily disposed of, the other
is not. The «easy» class of problems concerns the manner by which sociocultural events interact with the organization of the brain The answer is
twofold: First, we have already become acquainted with the mechanism whereby brain representations become realized in the environment through action.
Note that, just as in the case of image construction, (where environment
becomes represented in brain and consciousness) only classical neurophysiological processes are involved in such realization. Second, the brain
contains elements that show a remarkable amount of plasticity. This
plasticity allows a great deal of learning through experience to t;lke
place. Thus, the organization of memory as a brain representation of
the environment (which can therefore construct images of the environment
- i. e., produce «conscious awareness») cant inues to develop throughou t life.
The particulars of determining which brain elements display plasticity,
of determining differences Iwtween brain s\'stems involved in different aspects
of Jearni:1g, and of determining the eJementC',ry organiz<:Ition oi memory
are currently active areas of investigation in the brain and behavior<J1 sciences.
These problems are far from being solved, but the domain of questions can be
clearly specified and techniques are available to pursue solution.
In short, the interaction between brain and mind occurs by way of organizing influences. Br<Jin structure is influencetl by cultural e\'ents 'which
in turn become structured by brains. The interaction can thus be measured
by the amount of information that c1wracterizes the interaction. There is no
special mystery here. Information processes are akin to those described by
the second law of thcrlllodyn311:ics w!lich (ltals \\'itlt the orgunization of energy
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rather than its transfer and conservation. During i!lformalon processing very
small increments in the amollnt of energy transferred can result in major changes
in struduring although the support systems that make information pro.
cessing possible may expend a good deal of energy. Again, control theory as
for in~lance embodied in computer systems. provides sophisticated models th"l
help us understand problems that c1assica lIy had no recourse to scientific
analysis.
The other and at this time more difficult class of problems revolves
around the issue of what it is that makes man peculiarly human. In linguistics the problem is often stated in terms of the analysis of the deep structure
of language. But the issue extends equaHy to other cultural achievements
and the subjective experiences (and thus the brain mechanisms) that make them
possible. The case histories developed at the beginning of this paper suggest
that this class of problems has a solution. However, experimental analysis
is for the most part precluded because the observations must perforce be made
on man. Nonetheless, continued ingenious use of clinical cases as they oc- .
cur should, now that the issue is joined, slowly provide the substance for
some definitive answers.
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Conclusion - What About Unconscious Processes?
When I began my investigations into this fascinating realm of the relationship between brain and mind, I was convinced that brain research would
ultimately do away with mentalism, just as biochemistry had doomed vitalism. A most rewarding aspect of worldng on the frontiers of knowledge is
that almost daily some surprise is in store for the investigator. These increments of surprise have, in this instance, completely reversed my initial expectation. Brain research and clinical observation have made it mandatory to
retain a conr.ept of mind, to carefully analyze its origins and organization
and its relationship to those systems that function to organize it: My initial
focus had been on subsystems such as endocrines and brain (which is in turn
composed of anatomical subsystems such as the visual and auditory and neurochemical, e. g., the mood-determining catechol and indole amine pathways).
But more recently this research has had to cope with the effect on brain organization of experience and this has led to an upward 1001< at the hierarchy
of systems, toward the structuring of mind, via brain, by sociocultural organizations such as play (Reynolds and Pribram. submitted for publication),
games (Pribram, 19.59), and language (Pribram. 1973; 1976c, in press a).
With regard to the problem of differentiating conscious from unconscious
processes the following has become clear as a result of the brain research
delineated in this essay. Two types of brain mechanisms can be distinguished,
each leading to a form of conscious experience and behavior (Pribram in press
c). One type is automatic, leads to imaging and instrumental acts. The
other is effortful and leads to intentional awareness and volunhlry action.
Automatic processing might be labelled preconscious or simple consciousness
because the organisms displaying such processes are not unconscious in gener580
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al <lnd can be made aware of their nutomaticities (e. g., by biofeedback techniques which engage the eHorl mec han ism). By contrast the eHortful or intentional processing might be labelled seIr-conscious because its chMaeteristic is the distinction made by Brentano of the ability to differentiate the processor from what is being processed.
Given these two forms of consciousness what then becomes of unconscious
processes and what is their relationship to mind? It would be patently
wrong to eliminate such processes as long-term memory, arousal or activation frolll consideration involved in mental processes. Still, these terms describe primarily brain mechanisms, although psychological processes are also
referred to. Perhaps the clearest resolu tion of the issue is the one used in computer science: there the distinction is made betwe-en hardware ar.d software.
Hardware refers to the brain of the computer, software to the programs that
control the operations of the hard\vare. But of course, hardware and
software are relative and. interch angeable. One can hardware an often
used program to facilitate its use; one can program a piece of
special purpose hardware in order to apply a general purpose machIne
to the special purpose. Despite this interchangeability, computer scientists
find it useful to distinguish between their machines and their programs and we find it equally useful to distinguish between brain and mind.
In the frame of this distinction, then, unconscious mental operations are
those whose structure leads neither to automatic preconscious nor to intentional self-conscious experience or behavior. This is a definition by exclusion
and the question arises as to whether any «unconscious» remn2nts can be
identified.
I will not attempt to answer this q uesticn -'but hope that it wili at
least be addressed in the remainder of this volume. The issue appears to me
to be this: are automaticities such as those demonstrated in psychomotor epiIl'psy, during hypnosis, in hypnogogic dream and other «altered» ~tates oi consciousness to be used as evidence for some further, deeper «Unconscious)) or:'
ganization of brain and min M There is little question but that these
alternate states of consciousness have something to tell us about antecedent
properties of bra i n organiza tion. The question I am asking is whether
these alternate states also indicate the existence of some more universal «software», dependent on the interactions among many similarly constituted brains
- a collective unconscious along the lines proposed by Jung (1960)mllch (]<; cllllure can be concei \'ed :lS the collect i \'t:~ ccn~cious software produced
by man. And, if there is a collective unconscious. what i:- its strl1dure~
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